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The New Music Conflagration, Inc.
The New Music Conflagration, Inc. is a non-profit corporation founded in the State of Florida. The New
Music Conflagration, Inc. seeks to further public awareness and perception of contemporary concert music
through a variety of activities including: Music Education Workshops, a Chamber Music Series, Outreach
Concerts, Online Publications as well as Physical and Digital Compilation Albums. Through our promotion
of new music we also seek to further develop our community culturally by making Instrumental Petting
Zoos, Scholarships, and other interactive activities available to the public.

Staff
Elizabeth A. Baker - Executive Director
Fofi Panagiotouros - Director of Community Outreach
Keirsten Johnson – Director of Cultural Development
Mikel Thomas – Director of Strings

Contact
The New Music Conflagration, Inc.
P.O. Box 13593
Saint Petersburg, FL 33733
(813) 618-7639

thenewmusicconflagration.org
facebook.com/newmusicconflagration
@nmconflagration

	
  

Festival Schedule
Friday, January 8, 2016
4:00pm

On Toy Piano – Antonietta Loffredo (Italy)

Saint Petersburg Main Branch Library

8:00pm

Toyeurism in Concert

The Space at 2106 Main

Saturday, January 9, 2016
10:30am

Performer Forum

Jimmie B. Keel Regional Library

12:00pm

Composer Forum

Jimmie B. Keel Regional Library

3:00pm

Sounds from Distant Lands

Barbara S. Ponce Library

4:00pm

Post-Concert Artist Talk

Barbara S. Ponce Library

8:00pm

Deconstructed Disney

The Space at 2106 Main

Sunday, January 10, 2016
2:30pm

Robert Fleitz in Solo Concert

Saint Petersburg Main Branch Library

8:00pm

Cogs & Keys

Mixed Field Arts Ybor

Festival Venues
The Space at 2106 Main

2106 West Main, Tampa, FL 33607

Barbara S. Ponce Library

7770 52nd Street Pinellas Park, FL 33781

Jimmie B. Keel Regional Library

2902 W Bearss Ave, Tampa, Florida 33618

Mixed Field Arts Ybor

1616 E 2nd Ave, Tampa, Florida 33605

Saint Petersburg Main Branch Library

3745 9th Ave N, Saint Petersburg, Florida 33713

	
  

Robert Fleitz
Artist-In-Residence &
Festival Co-Founder
Robert Fleitz, whose playing has been called “mesmerizing” by the New York Times, is a Manhattan-based pianist
and composer, committed to building community through new works of music and ambitious advocacy. Robert has
commissioned and premiered over forty solo, chamber, and music-theater works in the past four years, and is a
prolific performer of music ranging in style from Bach to Babbitt, on instruments ranging from Steinways to
Schoenhuts. He recently gave the United States premiere of Japanese composer Michio Mamiya’s Piano Concerto
IV: Scenes of an Unborn Opera with the New Juilliard Ensemble, and has also performed with the Imperial
Symphony Orchestra and the Tampa Bay Symphony. Recent highlights of the past few months include a concert
tour in Debrecen, Hungary and Copenhagen, Denmark; an artist residency at the Danbury Chamber Music
Intensive in Danbury, CT and This Is Not a Piano Recital, a concert of newly commissioned works for harpsichord,
harmonium, celesta, toy piano, and melodica. As a composer, Robert seeks to explore the fringes of human
interaction through emotionally lucid music; drawing inspiration from a variety of sources including (but not
limited to) literature, toy instruments, Renaissance motets, and the performer for whom he is writing.
Education and arts outreach are a focal point of Robert’s work. He was recently invited to become a teaching
apprentice with the New York Philharmonic. His past work has included teaching musical theater to students in
Sitka, Alaska, and ear training to graduate students at The Juilliard School--as well as organizing outreach trips to
New Orleans, Louisiana, and Arusha, Tanzania. Robert’s own piano studies began with his father at age 4. He
completed his undergraduate studies at The Juilliard School studying with Julian Martin, and is currently pursuing
his master’s degree there studying with Hung-Kuan Chen. He studies composition with Simon Frisch, having
previously worked with Howard Buss. Other major teachers and mentors have included Marc Durand, Ching-Wen
Hsiao, and Hilary Easton. He has had masterclasses with Yoheved Kaplinsky, Jeremy Denk, and Richard Goode. In
his spare time, Robert enjoys avocados, clouds, Tilda Swinton, and Pokemon, among other things.
	
  

Elizabeth A. Baker
NMC Executive Director & Festival Co-Founder
Celebrated for her “terrifying dynamic range,” cleanliness of sound, as well as unique sensitivity and ability to
sculpt her performance for the acoustics of a space, Elizabeth A. Baker is a dramatic performer with an honest, near
psychic connection to the music, which resounds with audiences of all ages and musical backgrounds. As a
composer, her understanding of sonic space pairs with a unique eclectic voice, making for a spatial and auditory
experience of music. As a pianist, Baker has studied with Steinway Artist Dr. Luis Sanchez and Jeff Donovick of St.
Petersburg College and enjoys an active concert career with performances across the nation. Her advisors have
included world-renowned concert pianist Rebecca Penneys and composer Dr. Vernon Taranto. Emmy-award
winning composer Larry Groupé has referred to her works as “Perfect.” Elizabeth’s works have been featured by
Composers Circle, FIVE by FIVE, TEDxYouthTampaBay, Tampa Mini Makers Faire, Orlando Mini Makers Faire, as well
as at the 2014 Electronic Music Midwest Festival and the 19th International Festival of Women Composers. In 2015
she received an Individual Artist Grant from the Saint Petersburg Arts Alliance and the City of Saint Petersburg,
Florida to create and present an original sound installation In Our Own Words: A Sonic Memory Quilt, which told
the personal stories of African-Americans in a fresh avant-garde manner, framed by evolving drones and a four-hour
live performance by Elizabeth. In addition to her work as a performer-composer, Elizabeth has extensive technical
training in the recording arts, live sound reinforcement, and was the recipient of the 2012 Best Production Award in
Music Technology III at St. Petersburg College, where she studied closely under mastering engineer Dave
Greenberg. Combining her love of technology and keyboard instruments, Elizabeth has recently embarked on a
mission to promote works for toy piano and electronics, using a setup that combines microphones, which she has
built by hand. Her original works have been hailed by the Orlando Weekly as “a sterling testimonial to her artistry
that proves she’s not just an expert in the toy piano field but a pioneer.” Elizabeth is co-founder of the innovative
toy piano and electronics duo Toyeurism along with Robert Fleitz. In Fall 2015, the Schoenhut Piano Company
added Elizabeth A. Baker to their official artist roster. A sensitive improviser, with experience in a wide array of
genres, Elizabeth is a frequent collaborator for Jamison Williams’ [neu] Sonics Orchestra as well as Jim Ivy’s
Tangled Bell Ensemble. As an improviser, she has also shared the stage with legendary trombonist Steve Swell.
	
  

Toyeurism
Festival Ensemble-In-Residence
Toyeurism is the powerhouse duo of pianist-composers Robert Fleitz and Elizabeth A. Baker, which explores the
uncharted territory of works for two toy pianos with live electronics. Incorporating the talents of other composers
from across the United States, Toyeurism seeks to further the work of living composers while promoting this unique
instrumentation. The combination of toy piano and electronics offers a surprisingly huge textural palette for
composers while presenting an interesting disconnect between visual expectations created by the small size of the
instrument and a gigantic sonic experience for concert audiences.
Robert and Elizabeth exclusively use and support Schoenhut toy pianos. To find out more about Schoenhut Piano
Company, please visit their website at www.toypiano.com.

toyeurism.net // facebook.com/toyeurism
TOYEURISM (n.) a perpetually growing obsession with the toy piano.

	
  

Festival Participants
Aaron Rosenberg

Composer Aaron Rosenberg grew up in the Boston area and currently
lives in Lowell, Massachusetts. He teaches music theory and
musicianship courses at UMass Lowell and Middlesex Community
College, and piano at the Music Academy of Chelmsford. Rosenberg,
whose primary output is chamber music, studied composition at the
Berklee College of Music, the San Francisco Conservatory, and the
University of Oregon, where he received his PhD in Composition in
2009. Rosenberg's most recent composition, “Ascent,” for piano trio, was
composed in 2014 while he was in residence at the Banff Centre, and
will be premiered in Darmstadt in June, 2016. His work for large mixed
chamber ensemble, “To Fill the Hour,” will be premiered by the Exit 128 Ensemble in Missouri in the fall of 2016.
Recent performances include “Trail Days” for wind octet, and “Misty Valley Chickens,” for soprano sax and
contrabass. His next project will be a saxophone quartet.

Alexa Dexa
Hailed as "an example of pure charm and whimsy” by The NY Times,
Alexa Dexa is a multifaceted artist with footholds in composition,
electronic sound design, and performance. Her toychestral electronic
pop solo project parades her soulful vocals, computer-based sequences,
and enough instruments made with children in mind to rival a playpen.
Among her collection are her beloved toy piano, desk bells, and
typatune. An adventurer at heart, Alexa spends 4-6 months out of the
year independently touring throughout the United States and Europe.
Her recent festival appearances include Burning Man (2015), Germany’s
Fusion Festival (2014), NYC’s UnCaged Toy Piano Festival (2013) curated
by toy piano legends Margaret Leng Tan and Phyllis Chen, Detroit’s
Sidewalk Festival of Performing Arts (2013-2015) and Make Music New York (2010-2015). A graduate of Berklee
College of Music (2011) and member of the Schoenhut Artist Roster, Alexa has garnered recognition for the striking
duality between the innate childish affability of her toys and the maturity of her lyrical content and compositional
means. She was awarded the 2015 Creative Individuals Grant from the New York State Council on the Arts and a
2014 Puffin Foundation grant for her most recent conceptual albums. You can hear more of her work at:
www.alexadexa.com

	
  

Amy O’Dell

From classical, to experimental chamber rock, to avant-garde New Music,
Amy O’Dell is a staple in the eclectic Atlanta music scene. She is known
as the quirky, energetic keytarist/keyboardist in the Clibber Jones
Ensemble appearing in venues all over Atlanta. Since 2012 she has
become more involved in the New Music scene as the adventurous,
imaginative pianist of Chamber Cartel, sharing the Cartel’s passion for
exploring ambitious and unusual music. She has performed with other
groups such as the Archdiocese of Atlanta’s Choir, the Johns Creek
Symphony, and the Ludwig Symphony. Amy has also toured extensively
with the Hollywood Concert Orchestra along the Eastern U.S. and throughout China.

Anthony T. Marasco

Anthony T. Marasco is a composer, sound artist, and instrument builder who
takes influence from the aesthetics of today's Digimodernist culture,
exploring the relationships between the eccentric and the every-day, the strict
and the indeterminate, the raw and the refined, and the retro and the
contemporary. These explorations result in a wide variety of works written for
electro-acoustic ensembles, interdisciplinary fixed-media works, interactive
computer performance systems, and multimedia installations. An
internationally recognized composer, he has received commissions from
performers, and institutions such as WIRED Magazine, Phyllis Chen, the
American Composers Forum Philadelphia, Quince Contemporary Vocal Ensemble, Toy Piano Composers, the
Rhymes With Opera New Chamber Music Workshop, Data Garden, andPLAY Duo, MakeSh/ft Maker Community,
and the soundSCAPE International Composition Exchange. Marasco was the grand-prize winner of the UnCaged Toy
Piano Festival's 2013 Call for Scores, a resident artist at Signal Culture Experimental Media Labs, and a grant
winner for the American Composers Forum’s “If You Could Hear These Walls” project. His works have been featured
at festivals across the globe, such as the Electroacoustic Barn Dance, New York City Electroacoustic Music Festival,
Montreal Contemporary Music Lab, the soundSCAPE International Composition and Performance Festivals, and
Omaha Under the Radar.

	
  

Antonietta Loffredo

Antonietta Loffredo, pianist and toy pianist, is a graduate of the
Conservatorio “F.E. Dall'Abaco” in Italy and of the Conservatoire de
Musique d'Issy les Moulineaux in France. She has also conducted studies
in a teaching and educational context at the Università degli Studi in Pavia
and earned a Master of Music degree in musicology from the University of
Milan with a thesis on the toy piano. Acclaimed interpreter of the
contemporary piano repertoire, she has performed in Europe, the Middle
East, Australia and New Zealand. Composers who have dedicated works to
her include Diana Blom, Mercedes Zavala, Sara Carvalho, Antonio
Giacometti, Giorgio Colombo Taccani, Chris Adams and she has also
premiered toy piano pieces by Kaveh Azimi, Paolo Ricci, GoOkawa, Silvia
Corda, Sayyd Shafiee, Andrea Padova, Mauro Agagliate, Gian Paolo Luppi, Paul Smith, Matteo Pittino and many
others. Since 2004 she has been holding lectures and seminars around the world on the subject of contemporary
art music (Jerusalem Academy of Music and Dance, University of New South Wales, University of Canterbury Christchurch, Liverpool Hope University, Conservatorio Profesional de Música “Teresa Berganza” of Madrid,
Australian International Conservatorium of Music, Conservatorio “Giuseppe Tartini” of Trieste, Exter University,
ISME world conferences on music education in Bologna, Beijing and Thessaloniki). Her articles on contemporary
music piano pedagogy have been published in the UK, Australia and Italy. Her CDs of newly composed piano music
include Childhood in Music, Shadows and Silhouettes – new music with a Chinese-Western confluence and
Antarctica – new music for piano and/or toy piano released by Wirripang Pty. Ltd. (projects in collaboration with the
University of Western Sydney).

Drew Dolan
Drew Dolan’s activities as a composer have involved instrumental
compositions, performance, improvisation, and interdisciplinary
collaboration. As a composer, he has received performances in America
and Europe from artists such as 15.19 Ensemble, pianist Kristofer Rucinski,
Kennesaw State Symphony Orchestra, percussionist Jude Traxler, HodgesTaylor Ensemble, Chamber Cartel, Terminus Ensemble, the Dubuque
Symphony Orchestra Chamber Ensemble, pianist Michiko Otaki,
neoPhonia, the Bowling Green State University Early Music Ensemble, and
the percussion ensembles at Kennesaw State University, Georgia State
University, Columbus State University, Brevard College, and Eagle’s Landing High School. His music is
frequently heard at conferences and new music festivals including the Applause Music Concert Series,
TUTTI, highSCORE, UPBEAT, and the Charlotte Composer’s Workshop. Dolan’s experiences as a
	
  

percussionist have seen numerous performances in solo and chamber settings with a focus on new works
by living and emerging composers, having given several world and local premieres. He also frequently
performs in improvisatory settings using a diverse array of instruments and multimedia tools, which have
included accordion, didgeridoo, laptop, and robots. Dolan recently completed doctoral studies in
composition at the University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music; he also holds degrees from
Bowling Green State University and Georgia State University. A committed teacher, Dolan has taught
courses in Music Theory and World Music at Kennesaw State University in Georgia, and currently teaches a
course on 20th Century Music and Politics for the University of Cincinnati.

H.M. Mease
H.M. Mease (b. 1994) composes a variety of things including shape-note
hymns, performance art, visual pieces, and an American-sacred-political
music lovingly named “Toilet Americana.” Other interests include riding
the bus, drinking water, applying moisturizer, and trying to achieve
metaphysical consolation through music and sandwich cookies. Mease
studies composition with Matthew Greenbaum at Temple University in
Philadelphia.

Hunter Ochs

Hunter Ochs is a composer, audiovisual artist and interactive media
designer. Projects include collaborations with Arthur Jarvinen, Eve
Beglarian, Aaron Jay Kernis. He has worked extensively with Morton
Subotnick on a series of educational programs for children.
Exhibits/Performances: REDCAT, LA; MOCA, LA; New Museum, NYC;
Ought-One Festival, VT; ZKM, Germany. Hunter teaches at Chapman
University, Orange. He has taught at California Institute of the Arts,
Pasadena Art Center College of Design, and lectured extensively at
various international conferences. Hunter holds a bachelor’s degree from
the combined audio and vision program of University of Applied Sciences Düsseldorf and Robert Schumann School
of Music and Media (Germany). He attended California Institute of the Arts for postgraduate studies. Hunter is
based in Los Angeles.

	
  

HyeKyung Lee

An active composer/pianist, HyeKyung Lee (born in Seoul, Korea) has
written works for diverse genres and media: from toy piano to big concertos,
from electronic music to children’s choir. Recent commissions include a 20
minute-long electronic music, Eclipse (a multimedia dance performance
piece written for the University of North Texas Dance department), a music
for short film, We could be your parents, by Charlie Anderson, and an hour
long multimedia piece, Dreaming in Colours, collaborating with Canaletto
ensemble and an artist, Christian Faur. She is Associate Professor at
Denison University, Granville, Ohio.

Jamison Williams
Jamison Williams (born June 20, 1976) is an American soprano saxophone
player specializing in experimental deconstructionism, and extended
techniques. Since 2005, Jamison Williams has been organizing, producing,
and performing for Vantage Bulletin publishing, established and organized
+SoLo Sound Gallery, and has been touring relentlessly throughout the state
performing soprano saxophone at festivals, clubs, and galleries. In addition
to performing, and with great effort and support from the experimental arts
community, Jamison Williams has also established the Experimental Arts
Union of Florida, an experimental arts collective that utilizes public spaces
and venues, in collaboration with union members and supportive music/arts
associations, to bring to Jacksonville and the rest of Florida, a greater sense
of experimental arts education and a more open experience towards the
topic of understanding the many varieties of experimental art. For the 2013
Jacksonville Jazz Festival, Jamison Williams was given the principal role as general curator of "Jazz After Dark"
under the experimental jazz genre, due the his position in guaranteeing that avant jazz was given a highlight the
previous year at +SoLo Gallery with performances showcasing select works of Sun Ra, as performed by an
ensemble conducted by Jim Ivy, and a performance by the TRAPBOMB ensemble (12pc thrash jazz orchestra); it's
now celebrated as an annual event performing the works of Albert Ayler, called "Truth Is Marching In" | an ALBERT
AYLER commemoration. "In the tradition of players like Brötzmann and (most famously) Albert Ayler, Williams is a
proponent of the extended techniques of the saxophone, spitting out harmonics, weeping “multiphonics”, the reed
equivalent of a guitarist creating feedback and noise from an amplifier and effects pedals." Dan Brown (Folio
Weekly) "— the dutiful student of sound." Shelton Hull (Folio Weekly)

	
  

Leo Suarez
Tampa-based drummer Leo Suarez is an adventurous performer who is
known for his seamless navigation through contrasting musical styles from
punk to jazz to rock to extended technique improvisation. Suarez currently
tours the United States with his band Nude Tayne, in addition to several
recording projects and Bay Area performances with groups including Taxer
and Meatwound. In addition to his work with local ensembles, Suarez has
recently embarked on a series of concerts with Schoenhut Toy Piano artist
Elizabeth A. Baker, which showcase a deep understanding and finesse of
percussive sounds via traditional drum set elements as well as nontraditional sound sources such as buckets of water and submerged glockenspiel bars. The Orlando Weekly has
called Suarez’s experimental free-jazz playing “jarring, inventive and full of tension.” Suarez is incredibly
passionate about passing his mastery of genre-bending techniques on to future generations Suarez teaches private
lessons in the Tampa Bay Area.

Maria Kallionpää

Dr. Maria Kallionpää is an internationally active composer, pianist,
and toy piano performer. She was a holder of the AHRC and
Scatcherd European Scholarships in 2010-2013 at the Oxford
University and won the first prize of the OUPHIL composition
competition in 2013. Moreover, she has graduated from the Royal
Academy of Music and Universität für Musik und Darstellende Kunst
Wien. Her works have been presented, for example, at Musikverein
Wien, Philharmonie Luxembourg, and Sibiu Philharmonia. In 2011
Kallionpää was a composer in residence of the Turku European
Culture Capital and a finalist of the Tenso European Chamber Choir Composition Competition. Kallionpaa has
participated to various mixed-art projects incorporating film, video art, and theatre. soundcloud.com/mkallionpaa

	
  

Mark Robson

Lauded by the Los Angeles Times as a pianist with “one of the great
techniques” and “an inquiring mind,” MARK ROBSON has created a career
which expresses his diverse interests as soloist, chamber artist, composer,
and conductor. He has been on the music staff of the Los Angeles Opera
since January of 1991, working as an assistant conductor and coach, and
has been a musical assistant at the Salzburg and Spoleto (Italy) festivals.
Robson’s music has been programmed on concerts in Los Angeles, New
York, Chicago, Barcelona, and Paris. The Brentwood-Westwood Symphony
Orchestra has premiered two of his orchestral works, Apollo Rising and
Christmas Suite. Soprano Patricia Prunty has recorded his song cycle A Child
of Air, which has been performed at the winter Ravinia Festival. The
recipient of several scholarships and awards (including the Certificate of Excellence from the Corvina Cultural Circle
for artistic contributions to Hungary), Mark Robson has received degrees from the University of Southern California
and Oberlin College; several years of study in Paris embellished his musical training. He has been employed by
USC, Chapman University, and the Herb Alpert School of Music at CalArts as a vocal coach and teacher. One of his
most formidable musical projects was the performance of the complete piano sonatas of Beethoven, a year-and-ahalf-long endeavor expressed in eight concerts. In 2010 he will present his sixth performance of Messiaen’s cycle
Vingt Regards sur l’Enfant-Jésus.

Monica Pearce
Monica Pearce, originally from Prince Edward Island, is a composer of
new classical/contemporary music with a particular affinity for solo and
chamber music, opera, and musical theatre. After completing her
Bachelor of Music at Mount Allison University with a focus on piano and
composition, studying with David Rogosin (piano) and Ian Crutchley and
James Code (composition), Monica completed her Masters of Music in
Composition at the University of Toronto with the mentorship of
Alexander Rapoport and Gary Kulesha. She currently studies
composition independently with Linda Catlin Smith. Monica co-founded
the emerging composer collective the Toy Piano Composers in 2008 with Chris Thornborrow, where they, along
with Elisha Denburg, are the Artistic Directors. The Toy Piano Composers are currently in their eighth season and
have presented over 100 new works in 20 concerts, with support from the Ontario Arts Council, Toronto Arts Council
and the SOCAN Foundation. Monica was the composer-in-residence for the 30th Anniversary of Canada Music
Week in Prince Edward Island. In 2012, she was named winner of the Heliconian Choir and Orchestra’s New Music
Competition for Emerging Female Composers for her piece "You Know Me" (based on the poem by Gwendolyn
	
  

MacEwen). She also received the Canadian Music Centre’s Toronto Emerging Composer Award Honourable
Mention for her project "it plays (because it plays)" for the junctQín keyboard collective. In December 2013, she
received the honourable mention for her toy piano solo work "clangor", which was premiered by Margaret Leng Tan
at the UnCaged Toy Piano Festival in New York City. Most recently, she was the composer-in-residence for the O.K.
Quoi?! festival in Sackville, New Brunswick, where she created a community soundscape project entitled "Sounds
of Sackville". Monica Pearce is also the Executive Director of The Music Gallery, Toronto's Centre for Creative Music,
and sits on the boards of the Canadian Music Centre (National and Ontario Region) and Musicworks Magazine.

Michael P. Tan
Michael P. Tan is a Guam-born pianist specializing in modern
and contemporary music. He has performed extensively as a
solo pianist and chamber musician both in the US and abroad
and was featured in the 2nd Annual Boyer Mosaic Showcase
Concert. Michael has played in several concert series and
festivals including the “Begin Anywhere” Series hosted by
Bowerbird Philadelphia, the New York City Electroacoustic Music
Festival, and soundSCAPE Festival in Maccango, Italy. His
musical achievements have been recognized through the Olga
Gagliardi Getto Award (2012), the Elmer Y. Yarnell Scholarship (2013), and the Jacobs Music Company
Steinway Award (2015). Michael has premiered works for both solo piano and chamber ensemble by many
composers including H.M. Mease, Anthony Ciesielka, andie cirulis, and Jesse Austin. Additionally, he is the
co-founder and pianist of Ensemble Leachate, a new contemporary music collective based in Philadelphia.
He received his B.M. in Piano Performance from Temple University and is currently pursuing an M.M. at
NYU Steinhardt. He currently serves as an Adjunct Instructor of Piano at NYU Steinhardt. His teachers
include Mr. Harvey Wedeen and Dr. Marilyn Nonken. Michael’s artistic and musical interests include
Fluxus, the New York School, and Conceptualism.

	
  

Nathan Corder

Nathan Corder is a composer and guitarist currently living in Tampa, Fl.
Nathan holds degrees in composition and philosophy from the
University of South Florida. Nathan’s works, ranging from chamber
ensembles to interactive computer music, and noise, have been
performed nationwide. Recently, Nathan’s works have been recognized
at events such as the NYC Electroacoustic Music Festival, mise-en music
festival, and the Society of Electro-Acoustic Music in the United States
(SEAMUS) Conference at Wesleyan University. In 2014, Nathan was
awarded the Allen Strange award from SEAMUS. Nathan currently
performs on tour across the country with he bands Mechanical Bull,
Nude Tayne, and Jitters. nathancorder.com

Olivia Kieffer

Olivia Kieffer (b. 1980) hails from Appleton, Wisconsin. She is
percussion instructor at Reinhardt University, where she teaches a
variety of music classes and directs the Percussion Ensemble. She
feels at home in both the classical and rock worlds, and is an active
performer in Atlanta’s vibrant New Music scene. She is composer,
bandleader, and drummer for the seven-piece rock band Clibber
Jones Ensemble. Olivia’s music has been described as “honest, to
the point, and joyful!”. Her projects and compositions have been
highlighted in ArtsAtl, TomTom Magazine, the Atlanta Creative Music
podcast, the A/B Duo blog, and on WABE-FM (90.1).

	
  

Rob Smith
The innovative and highly energetic music of Rob Smith is frequently
performed throughout the United States and abroad. His music has
received numerous awards, including those from the Aaron Copland
House, ASCAP and the National Band Association. He has received
commissions from the Texas Music Festival Orchestra, the New York
Youth Symphony Chamber Music Program, the American Composers
Forum, and several nationally renowned university wind ensembles,
among many others. A wide variety of ensembles have performed his
music, including the Ethel and Enso string quartets, Soli Chamber
Ensemble, American Modern Ensemble, New World Symphony Percussion Consort, Singapore Wind Symphony
Percussion Ensemble, Pittsburgh New Music Ensemble, Standing Wave Chamber Ensemble (Canada) and the
Minnesota Symphony Orchestra. In 1997, he was the recipient of a Fulbright Grant to Australia, which led to a
teaching position at the University of Wollongong in 1998. Currently, he teaches at the University of Houston’s
Moores School of Music where he is Associate Professor of Music Composition and director of the AURA
Contemporary Ensemble. From 2003-2014 he served as one of the artistic directors of Musiqa, a Houston-based
contemporary chamber ensemble. Currently, he teaches at the University of Houston’s Moores School of Music
where he is Associate Professor of Music Composition and director of the AURA Contemporary Ensemble. Boosey &
Hawkes, Carl Fischer, Southern Music, C-Alan Publications, and Skitter Music Publications publish his music.
robsmithcomposer.com

Sean Russell Hallowell
Born and raised in Salem, Oregon, Sean Russell Hallowell is a
musician and composer now living in San Francisco. He holds a Ph.D.
in musicology from Columbia University in New York City, where he
wrote a dissertation on the metaphysics of compositional tradition in
Medieval European vocal polyphony. Taking as point of departure the
haecceity of its generative technologies, his work mines the nexus of
linear and cyclical processes to forge singular experiences of musical
time. His music, selected for showcasing by such institutions as The
Society for Electro-Acoustic Music in the United States, may be found online at www.isorhythmics.com.

	
  

Sean Hamilton

Sean Hamilton is a percussionist, composer, and improviser
whose interests primarily lie in the conjunctions of new music,
electroacoustic music, free improvisation, experimental music,
and multidisciplinary projects. Notable performances include
the commission and world premiere of Stuart Saunders Smith’s
Queen Anne’s Lace for solo vibraphone, recitals of acoustic and
electroacoustic music in Florida and Pennsylvania, and
attendance the Phoenix Dance Theatre's Choreographers and
Composers Lab in Leeds, UK. Sean is a regular collaborator with
visual artists, dancers, choreographers, and musicians, working on projects with artists in Pennsylvania, Florida,
Arizona, North Carolina, Texas and England. As a composer, Sean’s original compositions include works for solo
instruments, chamber groups, electroacoustic mediums, and fixed media that have been performed in both the
United State and Europe. seanhamiltonmusic.com

Visual Artists for Cogs & Keys

Nikita Campbell

Alexander Richard
Infanti Glueck

Naomi Glueck

Painted Toy Pianos

James Oleson

Sebastian Coolidge
	
  

Other Featured Composers
Aaron Severini

Aaron Severini is a recipient of an Honorable Mention for his composition Catch, chosen
by Grammy Award-winning violinist Hilary Hahn for In 27 Pieces: the Hilary Hahn
Encores. Recent compositions include Incipit, for wind, brass, and piano ensemble,
commissioned by New York City Ballet’s New York Choreographic Institute and Marbles,
for solo piano, written for Robert Fleitz.

Andrew Krahn

Andrew Krahn is a board-certified music therapist currently based out
of Boston. His clinical work is centered around the use of
improvisational techniques with children with special needs. He
received his undergraduate degree at Berklee College of Music, and
recently received a master's in music therapy at New York University.
As time allows, Andrew also performs using various combinations of
saxophone, piano, guitar, and electronics.

Angelica Negrón

Composer and multi-instrumentalist Angélica Negrón was born in San Juan,
Puerto Rico in 1981 and is currently based in Brooklyn, New York. Interested in
creating intricate yet simple narratives that evoke intangible moments in time,
she writes music for accordions, toys and electronics as well as chamber
ensembles and orchestras. Her music has been described as “wistfully
idiosyncratic and contemplative” (WQXR/Q2) and “mesmerizing and affecting”
(Feast of Music) while The New York Times noted her “capacity to surprise” and
her “quirky approach to scoring”. She holds a master’s degree in music
composition from New York University where she studied with Pedro da Silva and is currently pursuing a doctorate
in music composition at The Graduate Center (CUNY), where she studies with Tania León. Also active as an
educator, Angélica is currently working as a teaching artist for New York Philharmonic’s Very Young Composers and
The Little Orchestra Society’s Musical Connections Program, and recently co-founded with Noraliz Ruiz the Spanish
immersion music program for young children ¡Acopladitos!. Her music is published by Good Child Music.

	
  

Charles Hulin

Pianist/composer Charles Hulin is the chair of the Department of Music at
Southeastern University in Lakeland, FL. A graduate of Peabody and Juilliard, he
studied piano with Yoheved Kaplinsky and Ellen Mack and composition with Thomas
Benjamin. His music has been performed at conferences of the National Association
of Composers U.S.A. and the Hymn Society in the United States and Canada as well
as the Lasker Summer Music Festival. Recent projects have included Pilgrimage of
Practice, a faith-integrating class piano curriculum based on the life of St. Columba,
and “Thanatopsis,” a piano solo to be premiered at Weill Recital Hall later this year.
He can be heard on the recently released recording Be Thou My Visionwhich consists
of original compositions and arrangements inspired by various traditions of Christian worship. Dr. Hulin writes
informally about music at hulinmusic.blogspot.com.

Christopher Jette
Christopher Jette is a curator of lovely sounds, creating work as a composer and new
media artist. His creative work explores the artistic possibilities at the intersection of
human performers/creators and technological tools. Christopher’s’ research details his
technical and aesthetic investigations and explores technology as a physical
manifestation of formalized human constructs. A highly collaborative artist, he has
created works that involve dance, theater, websites, electronics, food, toys,
typewriters, cell phones, instrument design and good ol’ fashioned wood and steel
instruments. Christopher received a PHD in composition from the UC Santa Barbara, a
MM in composition from the New England Conservatory and a BA in violin performance from the University of
Wisconsin, Oshkosh. He is the 2015-16 a Grant Wood Fellow and Visiting Assistant Professor in Music at the
University of Iowa, Iowa City.

Han Shi

Han Shi is an artistically inspired musician, entrepreneur and educator who
promotes international cultural exchanges and educational programs. She is
currently working as an International Social Media Responder, helping Juilliard
Global Ventures develop content strategy for Juilliard’s social media presence in
China. As a passionate performer of new music, she has played with the New
Juilliard Ensemble, AXIOM, and in numerous Juilliard composer’s concerts.

	
  

James Joslin

James Joslin (b.1987) is a composer and sound artist based in London, UK. He studied
music under Simon Emmerson at De Montfort University where his focus was on the
interaction between acoustic and electronic sound-worlds in ‘mixed music’. His
compositions are regularly performed around the world with notable performances at
Klavier-Festival Ruhr, Singapore International Festival of Art and Foro Internacional de
Música Nueva in Mexico, by musicians including Phyllis Chen, Daria Iossifova, Kathleen
Supové and Margaret Leng Tan. James has performed a large number of concerts in the
UK with several notable collaborators of varying styles including Chris Carter, Keith Rowe and Anna Meredith.
James currently works for Edition Peters.

Joseph Mohan
Dubbed a “tremendously talented pianist with a flair for improvisation and potential as
a composer” by the Ocean City Sentinel, Joseph Mohan is becoming widely recognized
for his versatility as an artist. A skilled pianist of all styles, he has played with the
Pittsburgh Symphony and Buffalo Philharmonic under the baton of notables including
Marvin Hamlisch, and has appeared in Carnegie Hall and Alice Tully Hall. Joseph has
also released three CD’s: A Touch of Classics, The Broadway Variations, and Offerings. He
has been conductor of the School of Visual Arts Orchestra in New York City and a
participant in the ASCAP Foundation's inaugural Marvin Hamlisch Broadway
Conductor's Program. He holds a B.M. in Piano Performance from The Juilliard School
and is currently pursuing a M.M. at Juilliard with Matti Raekallio. Upcoming performances include Rhapsody In
Blue this December with the Westchester Philharmonic and Ted Sperling.

Molly Joyce

Molly Joyce’s music has been described as written to “superb effect” (The
Wire) in an “emotionally appealing twenty-first century style” (Fanfare
Magazine) and “vibrant, inventive music that communicates straight from
the heart” (Prufrock’s Dilemma). Her works have been commissioned and/or
performed by several distinguished ensembles and musicians including the
New World Symphony, New York Youth Symphony, Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra, Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra, Contemporaneous, and Vicky
Chow. In summer 2016 Molly will be an artist in the innovative live/work
residency at Cannonball, a non-profit arts organization in Miami, FL. In addition to composing, Molly has arranged
numerous songs for Shara Worden of My Brightest Diamond, some of which were performed with the American
Composers Orchestra at Carnegie Hall in February 2015. She also enjoys performing on her vintage Magnus
electric chord organ. Molly has studied at The Juilliard School, the Koninklijk Conservatorium, and the Yale School
of Music. For more information, please visit: www.mollyjoycemusic.com
	
  

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II
After long and highly distinguished careers with other
collaborators, Richard Rodgers (composer) and Oscar
Hammerstein II (librettist/lyricist) joined forces to create the
most consistently fruitful and successful partnership in the
American musical theatre.
Prior to his work with Hammerstein, Richard Rodgers (19021979) collaborated with lyricist Lorenz Hart on a series of
musical comedies that epitomized the wit and sophistication of
Broadway in its heyday. Prolific on Broadway, in London and in
Hollywood from the '20s into the early '40s, Rodgers & Hart wrote more than 40 shows and film scores. Among
their greatest were ON YOUR TOES, BABES IN ARMS, THE BOYS FROM SYRACUSE, I MARRIED AN ANGEL and PAL
JOEY.
Throughout the same era Oscar Hammerstein II (1895-1960) brought new life to a moribund artform: the operetta.
His collaborations with such preeminent composers as Rudolf Friml, Sigmund Romberg and Vincent Youmans
resulted in such operetta classics as THE DESERT SONG, ROSE-MARIE, and THE NEW MOON. With Jerome Kern he
wrote SHOW BOAT, the 1927 operetta that changed the course of modern musical theatre. His last musical before
embarking on an exclusive partnership with Richard Rodgers was CARMEN JONES, the highly-acclaimed 1943 allblack revision of Georges Bizet's tragic opera CARMEN.
OKLAHOMA!, the first Rodgers & Hammerstein musical, was also the first of a new genre, the musical play,
representing a unique fusion of Rodgers' musical comedy and Hammerstein's operetta. A milestone in the
development of the American musical, it also marked the beginning of the most successful partnership in
Broadway musical history, and was followed by CAROUSEL, ALLEGRO, SOUTH PACIFIC, THE KING AND I, ME AND
JULIET, PIPE DREAM, FLOWER DRUM SONG and THE SOUND OF MUSIC. Rodgers & Hammerstein wrote one
musical specifically for the big screen, STATE FAIR, and one for television, CINDERELLA. Collectively, the Rodgers &
Hammerstein musicals earned 35 Tony Awards, 15 Academy Awards, two Pulitzer Prizes, two Grammy Awards and
2 Emmy Awards. In 1998 Rodgers & Hammerstein were cited by Time Magazine and CBS News as among the 20
most influential artists of the 20th century and in 1999 they were jointly commemorated on a U.S. postage stamp.
Despite Hammerstein's death in 1960, Rodgers continued to write for the Broadway stage. His first solo entry, NO
STRINGS, earned him two Tony Awards for music and lyrics, and was followed by DO I HEAR A WALTZ?, TWO BY
TWO, REX and I REMEMBER MAMA. Richard Rodgers died on December 30, 1979, less than eight months after his
last musical opened on Broadway. In March of 1990, Broadway's 46th Street Theatre was renamed The Richard
Rodgers Theatre in his honor.
	
  

At the turn of the 21st century, the Rodgers and Hammerstein legacy continues to flourish, as marked by the
enthusiasm that greeted their Centennials, in 1995 and 2002 respectively.
In 1995, Hammerstein's centennial was celebrated worldwide with commemorative recordings, books, concerts
and an award-winning PBS special, "Some Enchanted Evening." The ultimate tribute came the following season,
when he had three musicals playing on Broadway simultaneously: SHOW BOAT (1995 Tony Award winner, Best
Musical Revival); THE KING AND I (1996 Tony Award winner, Best Musical Revival); and STATE FAIR(1996 Tony
Award nominee for Best Score.)
In 2002, the Richard Rodgers Centennial was celebrated around the world, with tributes from Tokyo to London,
from the Hollywood Bowl to the White House, featuring six new television specials, museum retrospectives, a
dozen new ballets, half a dozen books, new recordings and countless concert and stage productions (including
three simultaneous revivals on Broadway, matching Hammerstein's feat of six years earlier), giving testament to
the enduring popularity of Richard Rodgers and the sound of his music.
Courtesy of Rodgers & Hammerstein Organization: www.rnh.com

Stephen Montague
Stephen Montague (b. 10 March, 1943 Syracuse, New York) grew up in Idaho,
West Virginia and Florida, and is currently based in England. He studied piano,
conducting and composition at Florida State University (1963-67), received a
doctorate in composition from Ohio State University (1972) and won a Fulbright
Fellowship to work in Warsaw, Poland (1972-74). He first came to England as a
musician with Strider Dance Co. (Richard Alston & co.), but since 1975 has
worked as a freelance composer based in London and touring worldwide. His
music has been widely performed, featuring in numerous international festivals
and venues such as the BBC Proms (Royal Albert Hall, London), Wiener Musik
Tage (Vienna), Festival of Contemporary Music (Mexico City) and Warsaw Autumn
Festival. Composer Portrait concerts devoted to his music have been given in London, Cambridge, New York,
Houston, Mexico City, Vienna and Budapest. Major commissions include the BBC Proms, Birmingham Royal Ballet
(UK), New Music Biennale (Southbank Centre, London), Calgary Philharmonic (Canada), International Computer
Music Association, and a 35-minute work for narrator and orchestra for the London Symphony Orchestra (Benjamin
Luxon, narrator) for the Barbican Centre, London, with a further 14 performances by other leading British orchestras
around the UK. Compact discs of Montague’s works are available on NMC (UK), ASV (UK), Signum (UK), Continuum
(NZ), Centaur (USA), Point Records (USA) and others. In addition to music he is an active cyclist, hiker and tennis
player (the former Florida Junior Collegiate Tennis Champion).

	
  

Steve Reich

Steve Reich was recently called "our greatest living composer" (The New York
Times), "America’s greatest living composer." (The Village VOICE), “...the most
original musical thinker of our time” (The New
Yorker) and “...among the great composers of the century” (The New York Times)..
From his early taped speech pieces It's Gonna Rain (1965) and Come Out (1966) to
his and video artist Beryl Korot’s digital video opera Three Tales (2002), Mr. Reich's
path has embraced not only aspects of Western Classical music, but the structures,
harmonies, and rhythms of non-Western and American vernacular music,
particularly jazz. "There's just a handful of living composers who can legitimately claim to have altered the direction
of musical history and Steve Reich is one of them," states The Guardian (London).
In April 2009 Steve Reich was awarded the Pulitzer prize in Music for his composition 'Double Sextet'.
Performing organizations around the world marked Steve Reich's 70th- birthday year, 2006, with festivals and
special concerts. In the composer's hometown of New York, the Brooklyn Academy of Music (BAM), Carnegie Hall,
and Lincoln Center joined forces to present complementary programs of his music, and in London, the Barbican
mounted a major retrospective. Concerts were also presented in Amsterdam, Athens, Brussels, Baden-Baden,
Barcelona, Birmingham, Budapest, Chicago, Cologne, Copenhagen, Denver, Dublin, Freiburg, Graz, Helsinki, Los
Angeles, Paris, Porto, Vancouver, Vienna and Vilnius among others. In addition, Nonesuch Records released its
second box set of Steve Reich’s works, Phases: A Nonesuch Retrospective, in September 2006. The five-CD
collection comprises fourteen of the composer’s best-known pieces, spanning the 20 years of his time on the label.
In October 2006 in Tokyo, Mr. Reich was awarded the Preamium Imperial award in Music. This important
international award is in areas in the arts not covered by the Nobel Prize. Former winners of the prize in various
fields include Pierre Boulez, Lucian Berio, Gyorgy Ligeti, Willem de Kooning, Jasper Johns, Richard Serra and
Stephen Sondheim.
In May 2007 Mr. Reich was awarded The Polar Prize from the Royal Swedish Academy of music. The prize was
presented by His Majesty King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden. The Swedish Academy said: "...Steve Reich has
transferred questions of faith, society and philosophy into a hypnotic sounding music that has inspired musicians
and composers of all genres." Former winners of the Polar Prize have included Pierre Boulez, Bob Dylan, Gyorgi
Ligeti and Sir Paul McCartney.
In December 2006 Mr. Reich was awarded membership in the Franz Liszt Academy in Budapest and in April 2007
he was awarded the Chubb Fellowship at Yale University. In May 2008 he was elected to the Royal Swedish
Academy of Music.
	
  

Born in New York and raised there and in California, Mr. Reich graduated with honors in philosophy from Cornell
University in 1957. For the next two years, he studied composition with Hall Overton, and from 1958 to 1961 he
studied at the Juilliard School of Music with William Bergsma and Vincent Persichetti. Mr. Reich received his M.A.
in Music from Mills College in 1963, where he worked with Luciano Berio and Darius Milhaud.
During the summer of 1970, with the help of a grant from the Institute for International Education, Mr. Reich
studied drumming at the Institute for African Studies at the University of Ghana in Accra. In 1973 and 1974 he
studied Balinese Gamelan Semar Pegulingan and Gamelan Gambang at the American Society for Eastern Arts in
Seattle and Berkeley, California. From 1976 to 1977 he studied the traditional forms of cantillation (chanting) of
the Hebrew scriptures in New York and Jerusalem.
In 1966 Steve Reich founded his own ensemble of three musicians, which rapidly grew to 18 members or more.
Since 1971, Steve Reich and Musicians have frequently toured the world, and have the distinction of performing to
sold-out houses at venues as diverse as Carnegie Hall and the Bottom Line Cabaret.
Mr. Reich's 1988 piece, Different Trains, marked a new compositional method, rooted in It's Gonna Rain and Come
Out, in which speech recordings generate the musical material for musical instruments. The New York Times hailed
Different Trains as "a work of such astonishing originality that breakthrough seems the only possible
description....possesses an absolutely harrowing emotional impact." In 1990, Mr. Reich received a Grammy Award
for Best Contemporary Composition for Different Trains as recorded by the Kronos Quartet on the Nonesuch label.
In June 1997, in celebration of Mr. Reich's 60th birthday, Nonesuch released a 10-CD retrospective box set of Mr.
Reich's compositions, featuring several newly-recorded and re-mastered works. He won a second Grammy award in
1999 for his piece Music for 18 Musicians, also on the Nonesuch label. In July 1999 a major retrospective of Mr.
Reich’s work was presented by the Lincoln Center Festival. Earlier, in 1988, the South Bank Centre in London,
mounted a similar series of retrospective concerts.
In 2000 he was awarded the Schuman Prize from Columbia University, the Montgomery Fellowship from
Dartmouth College, the Regent’s Lectureship at the University of California at Berkeley, an honorary doctorate from
the California Institute of the Arts and was named Composer of the Year by Musical America magazine.
The Cave, Steve Reich and Beryl Korot's music theater video piece exploring the Biblical story of Abraham, Sarah,
Hagar, Ishmael and Isaac, was hailed by Time Magazine as "a fascinating glimpse of what opera might be like in
the 21st century." Of the Chicago premiere, John von Rhein of the Chicago Tribune wrote, "The techniques
embraced by this work have the potential to enrich opera as living art a thousandfold....The Cave impresses,
ultimately, as a powerful and imaginative work of high-tech music theater that brings the troubled present into
resonant dialogue with the ancient past, and invites all of us to consider anew our shared cultural heritage."
	
  

Three Tales, a three-part digital documentary video opera, is a second collaborative work by Steve Reich and Beryl
Korot about three well known events from the twentieth century, reflecting on the growth and implications of
technology in the 20th century: Hindenburg, on the crash of the German zeppelin in New Jersey in 1937; Bikini,
on the Atom bomb tests at Bikini atoll in 1946-1954; and Dolly, the sheep cloned in 1997, on the issues of genetic
engineering and robotics. Three Tales is a three act music theater work in which historical film and video footage,
video taped interviews, photographs, text, and specially constructed stills are recreated on computer, transferred to
video tape and projected on one large screen. Musicians and singers take their places on stage along with the
screen, presenting the debate about the physical, ethical and religious nature of technological development. Three
Tales was premiered at the Vienna Festival in 2002 and subsequently toured all over Europe, America, Australia
and Hong Kong. Nonesuch is releasing a DVD/CD of the piece in fall 2003.
Over the years, Steve Reich has received commissions from the Barbican Centre London, the Holland Festival; San
Francisco Symphony; the Rothko Chapel; Vienna Festival, Hebbel Theater, Berlin, the Brooklyn Academy of Music
for guitarist Pat Metheny; Spoleto Festival USA, West German Radio, Cologne; Settembre Musica, Torino, the
Fromm Music Foundation for clarinetist Richard Stoltzman; the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra; Betty Freeman for
the Kronos Quartet; and the Festival d'Automne, Paris, for the 200th anniversary of the French Revolution.
Steve Reich's music has been performed by major orchestras and ensembles around the world, including the
London Symphony Orchestra conducted by Michael Tilson Thomas, New York Philharmonic conducted by Zubin
Mehta; the San Francisco Symphony conducted by Michael Tilson Thomas; The Ensemble Modern conducted by
Bradley Lubman, The Ensemble Intercontemporain conducted by David Robertson, the London Sinfonietta
conducted by Markus Stenz and Martyn Brabbins, the Theater of Voices conducted by Paul Hillier, the Schoenberg
Ensemble conducted by Reinbert de Leeuw, the Brooklyn Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Robert Spano; the
Saint Louis Symphony conducted by Leonard Slatkin; the Los Angeles Philharmonic conducted by Neal Stulberg;
the BBC Symphony conducted by Peter Eötvös; and the Boston Symphony Orchestra conducted by Michael Tilson
Thomas.
Several noted choreographers have created dances to Steve Reich's music, including Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker
("Fase," 1983, set to four early works as well as"Drumming,"1998 and “Rain” set to “Music for 18 Musicians”), Jirí
Kylían ("Falling Angels," set to “Drumming Part I”), Jerome Robbins for the New York City Ballet ("Eight Lines") and
Laura Dean, who commissioned "Sextet". That ballet, entitled "Impact," was premiered at the Brooklyn Academy of
Music's Next Wave Festival, and earned Steve Reich and Laura Dean a Bessie Award in 1986. Other major
choreographers using Mr. Reich's music include Eliot Feld, Alvin Ailey, Lar Lubovitch, Maurice Bejart, Lucinda
Childs, Siobhan Davies and Richard Alston. www.stevereich.com
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Curious instruments before the toy piano
In the biography of Albert Schoenhut (1848-1912), one of the first known manufacturers of the toy piano,
we read that the first samples of toy pianos had glass bars instead of metal rods. This characteristic allows
the toy piano to be inserted into the tradition of keyboard instruments with glass components. These
include Beyer’s forte-piano à cordes de verre (Paris, 1785), the pianoforte a cristallo by Giuseppe Bisogno
(Naples, c.1860) and the Harmonica à claviermentioned by Hector Berlioz in his Traité d’instrumentation et
d’orchestration.
The metal bars, which replaced the glass components in toy pianos built between the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries allow the comparison of the small instrument to the Troiger’s Stahlklavier (Dessau,
1792), or to special types of Glockenspiel with keyboard. Furthermore, since the seventeenth century there
have been keyboard instruments with strings, which shared their small size with the toy piano. Adaptations
of keyboard instruments, especially for female players, or diminutive spinet intended for children of wealthy
families in the Baroque era can be thought of as precursors of toy pianos with strings built from the
nineteenth century until the 1930’s.
In this lecture, I will describe these antique (and always curious) keyboard instruments. While this does not
reveal what has been the direct forerunner of the toy piano, it will lead through a gallery of instruments
close to the toy piano in relation to dimensions, mechanism or resounding components.
Most features of these instruments were drawn into the making of ‘small pianos’ for children, built since the
nineteenth century right up to the modern toy piano whose crystal clear sound, produced by metal rods, has
fascinated composers, interpreters and audiences all over the world.
	
  

Curious instruments before the toy piano
Antonietta Loffredo
The toy piano officially appeared on the contemporary music scene thanks to the Suite for toy piano, a short piece in
five movements, lasting eight minutes, which John Cage composed to accompany a dance choreography by Merce
Cunningham, entitled A Diversion, premiered at Black Mountain College (North Carolina) in August of 1948 . This is the first
work expressly dedicated to this tiny instrument, as the main character, at least in the field of vanguard music .
Previous examples of its presence on the music scene are to be found in jazz music or in the world of music
entertainment, as it was in the case of vaudeville in the 1930s. Especially in this last context, the toy piano usually appeared
amongst other toy instruments or paraphernalia intended to characterize the carefree and parodist tone of the repertoire .
The 1930s are also the years in which the toy piano underwent substantial adjustments that led the instrument to be
appreciated in the context of experimental music, and not just as a toy. Indeed, it was during the third decade of the
twentieth century that cylindrical metal rods, the same as those used as sound components in modern toy pianos, were
introduced to substitute the previous metal bars . This was a significant change, because the acoustic behaviour generated by
metal rods - a slight distortion in intonation and overtones louder than the fundamental pitch - became a new peculiarity of
the toy piano and the element which determined the main interest in avant-garde music and later in electroacoustic
experimentation.
In this short essay I will show the changes which occurred over time that led the toy piano to be the instrument that
we know nowadays. Meanwhile, special attention will be given to ancient and curious instruments, often scarcely known,
whose characteristics highlight the contexts from which these changes came.
I will start going back in time, in the second half of the nineteenth century. In those years, small toy pianos were
built in which wooden hammers struck crystal bars, and their sound was finely fascinating.
Regarding this, I must first talk about Albert Schoenhut, because it was his biography which pointed me in the direction of
these ancient crystallophone toy pianos. After all, everyone who nowadays is interested in the toy piano comes across the
story of Albert Schoenhut (1848-1912), considered the inventor of the modern toy piano. Emigrated from Germany in 1866
to the USA, he began working for the Wanamaker department store of Philadelphia as a repairman of damaged glass
components of the toy pianos imported from Germany. It is known that Schoenhut began to make toy pianos with glass bars
at a very young age. Whilst travelling in Europe, John Dahl, a salesman of Wanamaker’s department store, who had the task
of seeking out novelties, discovered Albert’s skills and invited him to go to Philadelphia, to work for what was one of the first
department stores founded in the USA. In 1872 Albert started his own business and founded the Schoenhut Piano Company,
which would turn into one of the most prestigious manufacturers of toy instruments in the world. At this time he introduced
changes in the toy pianos, substituting glass bars with metal ones (Schoenhut Piano Company, n.d.).
I contacted Renee Trinca, current president and co-owner of the Schoenhut Piano Company, to have some
information. This was because finding examples of ancient metallophone Schoenhut toy pianos was easy , but finding the
earlier ones, with glass bars, turned out to be quite impossible.
	
  

Thanks to some images she provided, I could finally see one of the first toy pianos made by Albert Schoenhut (R. Trinca,
personal communication, October 30, 2015). Image 1 shows a Schoenhut toy piano with the glass plates taken apart from
inside the instrument (some of them are damaged).

Image 1. Vintage toy piano with glass plates by Albert Schoenhut
(Image provided by Renee Trinca, president of the Schoenhut Piano Company)

The mechanism is entirely made of wood, with wooden hammers, operated by the action of the keys, which hit the
glass bars from below.
The craftsmanship of crystallophone toy pianos was probably quite widespread in Germany, at least in the second
half of the nineteenth century , as well as probably in France.
The Image 2 shows a French example from the Collection Charles Perkins. It is an upright toy piano, manufactured in France,
from the years between 1880 and 1915, with eight keys (the black keys are only painted, so only the natural key of C can be
played), and it is made in wood with paper chromolithographs.

	
  

Image 2. Crystallophone toy piano, eight keys, wood with paper chromolithographs, LWH 20 x 14 x 16 cm
(Collection Charles Perkins, photo credit Jean-Pierre Hartmann)
Other models dated in the same years, different in size and number of keys, belong to this collection. Their keyboard
compasses range from seven keys to two diatonic octaves, and the black keys are always only painted. Some of them are
embellished with similar chromolithographs, which suggest that they were made by the same craftsman, who adapted his
models - from the smallest to the largest ones - on demand.
After finding these instruments, I began looking for other instruments with similar characteristics to verify if the tiny
piano could be included in a broader tradition of crystallophone pianos, and so it was, in fact, starting from the second half of
the eighteenth century.
The most famous example is perhaps the piano invented by Beyer, the forte-piano à cordes de verre (‘glass stringed’ piano),
publicly presented in Paris on the 18th November 1785 and christened glass-chord by Benjamin Franklin (who had
invented the glass harmonica in 1762) . The glass-chord is a keyboard instrument which looks like a piano but in which
wooden cloth-covered hammers strike, from above, glass bars instead of strings and which has “a sweet and pleasing sound
that fits very well with the voice” (Beyer, 1809, pp. 2-3).

	
  

Remaining in France, Hector Berlioz, known as a composer but also for his Grand Traité d’Instrumentation et
d’Orchestration Modernes describes a small instrument, the harmonica à clavier (keyed harmonica), in which the hammers
strike on plates of glass. This instrument was used in 1829, for the representation of the Concert des Sylphes into the Huits
scènes de Faust composed by Berlioz in 1828-1829 (Berlioz, 1882, p. 53). According to the composer: “Its quality of tone, is
of an incomparably voluptuous delicacy; of which frequently the most poetical application might be made. [...] its
sonorousness is extremely weak; which should be kept in mind, when associating it with other instruments of the orchestra.
The least loud accent of the violin alone could suffice to cover it entirely” (Berlioz, 1858, p. 225).
Still on the subject of keyboard instruments with glass plates, in Italy there is perhaps one of the most interesting
and curious examples, the pianoforte a cristallo (crystal piano) by Giuseppe Bisogno . A pianoforte a cristallo by Bisogno,
which dates back to the mid-nineteenth century, or shortly after, is exhibited at the Oratorio di San Colombano (Bologna,
Italy) in the permanent exhibition of the Tagliavini Collection (Image 3).

Image 3. Pianoforte a cristallo by Giuseppe Bisogno ca.1860
(Photo credit Tagliavini Collection)
The sound of the instrument is produced by glass plates struck by hammers, operated by keys similar to those of a
regular piano through a simple striking action without an escapement. There are 62 plates arranged in two rows (31 + 31,
from E1 to E6 and from F1 to F6), corresponding respectively to the notes ‘even’ and ‘odd’. The two rows are placed under

	
  

two resonance bodies of walnut wood in the shape of a longitudinally truncated cone, as shown in Image 4 (Van der Meer,
2008-2009, p. 569).

Image 4. Pianoforte a cristallo by Giuseppe Bisogno. Detail of the glass plates placed under two resonance
bodies in the shape of a longitudinally truncated cone.
(Photo credit Tagliavini Collection)
The construction of crystal pianos was a tradition in Bisogno’s family, as well as in addition to fitting into a broader
Neapolitan tradition of crystal piano crafting . The idea to make these unusual pianos came to the Neapolitan artisans
probably after having listened to the glass harmonica by Benjamin Franklin at the Teatro San Carlo in Naples (Tagliavini &
Tamminga, December 18, 2013) .
This brief insight into crystal keyboard instruments can help to understand the background which led to the construction of
toy pianos with glass plates. Certainly, today, it is quite difficult to understand how such fragile instruments could have been
intended for children.
A step backwards into the past, in search of close relatives, may also be taken for toy pianos with steel plates. They
had been built with these sounding components since the second half of the nineteenth century and continued with a wide
diffusion until the occurrence of cylindrical metal rods in the twentieth century. These toy pianos were substantially
comparable to a Glockenspiel equipped with a keyboard. Today similar metal plates are usually used in toy pianos with a very
few notes and intended for very young children (up to three years). On the contrary, old toy pianos with steel plates featured
	
  

different sizes and shapes : upright, square pianos and baby grand pianos – with diatonic keyboards from five to twenty two
keys – and models with two and a half or three chromatic octaves .
The presence of metal bars in these old toy pianos, allows a comparison with the Stahlklavier, or special types of
Glockenspiel.
The Stahlklavier had bronze plates beaten by wooden hammers covered with felt and it was invented by Troiger
Dessau in 1792 (Sachs, 1913, p. 356). The German composer and conductor Christian Gottlob Neefe used it the following
year in a performance of Mozart’s Magic Flute (Abert, 1923-1924/2007, p. 1276). Improvements were made by the French
Hector Papelard. In 1847 he built the claviola, a piano with steel plates from 1.5 to 4.7 cm long, perfected the following year
in the clavi-lame, one of the direct precursors of the celesta (Facchin, 1997).
Continuing with the same subject, a small metallophone keyboard instrument is described, once again, by Hector
Berlioz, in his treatise on instrumentation. It is the Glockenspiel à clavier, a small keyboard whose hammers were made to
vibrate steel bars (instead of striking little bells). The sound was an octave higher than written (as it is usually nowadays in toy
piano scores): it was soft, mysterious and of an extreme fineness (Berlioz, 1855, p. 271). On the occasion of a representation
in Paris, this instrument was specifically built for the part of the Glockenspiel in the pasticcio Les mystères d’Isis, by Ludwig
Wenzel Lachnith (1746-1820), in which the music of Mozart's Magic Flute had been inserted.
Other kinds of toy pianos made in the past had metal strings. A Lilliputian replica of the real piano, these were
common in wealthy families in the nineteenth century as educational tools for small girls in order to introduce them later on
to the study of the piano. They were built at least up to the nineteen-thirties.
I have seen several models made in Europe, amongst them, a model dating back approximately to the second half
of the 1800s and owned by the Schulmuseum der Stadt in Lohr am Main (Bavaria, Germany) shows characteristics quite
common in stringed toy pianos. It has a range of 21 notes, and it is diatonic, indeed the black keys are painted. Inside, near
the top of the soundboard, several sound holes are carved under a thick band of wood with ‘tuning pins’ to which strings are
anchored. Just below, placed along the sound boards, there is a bridge made in metal which keeps the strings spaced apart
at appropriate intervals and underneath another bridge is placed obliquely to fix the strings at the befitting lengths. Strings
are hit by hammer blocks, each one secured to a bar by a strip of textile material. The hammer blocks are pushed by small
wooden triangular blocks working as levers, which are attached to the rear end of the keys.
Some other stringed toy pianos, made in the early nineteen hundreds, had a slightly different mechanism. It was
totally made of wood, with hammer-stems attached to a pivot which allowed them to rotate against the strings when pushed
by the stick-levers, fixed at the rear of the keys. On the front panel they usually had a sound hole upholstered with fabric.
Other models that I tracked in Italy, dated between the end of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century, had a
more refined mechanism and keyboards with black keys for sharps and flats.
Some curious predecessors can be traced also for these instruments, among them, in particular, ancient spinets and
virginals made in the shape of a sewing box.
According to Laurence Libin, the toy piano finds its precursors in the “diminutive spinet with narrow keys suiting a child’s
hand span” (Libin, 1985, p. 47) intended for children of wealthy families in the Baroque era. The same author describes a
	
  

Zenti’s Spinettina (before 1668), which belonged to Grand Duke Ferdinando de’ Medici, as “a plaything for an aristocrat,
possibly a child, rather than for serious professional music making” (Libin, 1990, p. 64).
It is therefore possible to imagine that the construction of the toy piano with strings in the 1800s continued the
tradition of the ancient spinettine. That is, both were miniaturized copies of instruments for adult performers, built to
introduce children to the study of the spinet, in the Baroque era, and that of the piano, in the romantic era.
Other kinds of instruments, and in this case truly curious, shared their small dimensions with the toy pianos. These
were apparently small pieces of furniture, usually small tables, or richly decorated sewing boxes. In fact, when opened, they
revealed small drawers to store necessary things for sewing, plus a small keyboard, usually with the maximum range of four
octaves. They were real functioning musical instruments (virginals and later pianos), built for ladies since the seventeenth
century.
To conclude this gallery of distant or closer relatives of the toy piano, it is worth mentioning also the toy piano with
cylindrical tubes instead of strings, plates or rods. Today these types of toy piano have aroused some interest mostly by
Japanese performers and composers.
They are modern toys produced in several models by Kawai, the well known manufacturer of grand pianos, who use
the wood resulting from production waste to assemble these small instruments - a virtuous and clever example of recycling
respecting the environment (Kawai Toys SA, 2015). A part from the sound components, a substantial difference between
them and the toy piano which has been popular in Europe since the 1800s, consists in the sizes of the keys. In Kawai toy
pianos the keys are really smaller, if compared with ‘normal’ toy pianos, which can result in some discomfort when used by
adult performers, but of course they are not meant for this purpose, as they have been conceived just as children’s toys .
Even for toy pianos with metal tubular components, a close relative exists. This is the Xylette, invented by Harold
Burroughs Rhodes (1910-2000) in the context of a rehabilitation programme for soldiers injured during the Second World
War. It was a miniature piano, which could be played by patients, even those confined to bed (Meucci, 2008), with a range of
two and a half octaves and with hammers hitting varied lengths of aluminium tubes framed inside the instrument in a
similar way to the xylophone, characteristics from which the name Xylette derives (USAAF, January 1945, p. 8) . To construct
the tiny piano, components of the B-17 bombers were used (Meucci, 2008). Soldiers could build the Xylette by themselves,
thanks to instructions and blueprints provided to all the American Air Force hospitals for the “manufacture of the miniature
piano out of scrap wood and tubing” (USAAF, December 1944, p. 5).
I found a further reference to a curious piano invented by a Californian in 1937. It has a slightly curved keyboard of four
octaves span and alloy tubes instead of strings. Its tone is described as similar to that of a small piano or harp (“Popular
Mechanics,” 1937) .
With these last examples, we have come back approximately to the period initially mentioned, the 1940s, those of
Cage’s Suite for toy piano. Before concluding with some final remarks, I will briefly resume the steps which lead us from the
past to the present.

	
  

Toy pianos with glass bars were made in the 1800s. These fit into a more ample tradition of crystallophone keyed
instruments such as the piano sans chordes by Beyer and the pianoforte a cristallo by Giuseppe Bisogno, not forgetting the
harmonica à clavier used by Berlioz in his Concert des Sylphes in 1829. Toy pianos with chords were also built in the 1800’s.
A miniature replica of the real piano, they continued the tradition of small stringed keyboards for children, such as the
diminutive spinets in the baroque era. Moreover they can be inserted into the tradition of small scale keyboards, as those ‘in
sewing boxes’ destined, in this case, to gentile ladies of the past. Metallophone toy pianos have a long history and
similarities can be found in the Stahlklavier by Troiger Dessau or in early types of glockenspiel with keyboard, such as the
Glockenspiel à clavier described by Berlioz. These toy pianos were first made with metal plates and then substituted with
metal rods in the 1930s. This is the toy piano as it is known today, still built as a toy, but which has gained lots of interest
among professional musicians. Other kinds of toy pianos nowadays have tubes instead of metal rods (see the Kawai toy
pianos). One near relative can be found in the Xylette by Harold Rhodes.
This short survey summaries some of the answers to questions I wondered about when I approached the toy piano
as a performer and at the same time, as a musicologist, I was intrigued by the history of this instrument. In addition, tracing
the changes in the toy piano from the 1800s to date has also opened the door to a world of ancient and curious instruments,
not built as toys and not intended for children (except for diminutive spinets), but which had in all likelihood influenced or
inspired in some way the manufacturing of the toy pianos over time.
Of course, only one aspect of the toy piano has been analyzed, that is the transition from being a crystallophone
keyed instrument, then chordophone and metallophone. But there are many more doors which can be opened, posing the
right questions towards this fascinating instrument.
In this regard, I have also started to conduct research on the use of toy instruments in art music. This has pointed out
that a significant repertoire existed from the 1700s continuing in the following century, which included whistles, bird calls,
triangles, rattles, castanets, trumpets, drums, cymbals, bells and so on. What was interesting to note, is that the toy piano
never appeared among them, although this instrument was well known and widespread, at least from the second half of
1800s.
As I said at the beginning, it was necessary to wait for John Cage, and his Suite for Toy Piano, to see the tiny
instrument on the scene as a main character, without putting aside slightly earlier appearances within the jazz and vaudeville
repertoire. Thanks to all these experiences the path was traced. The toy piano will be found in many music genres not much
later, from rock to avant-garde music, from film music scores to the experimental and electroacoustic music. Each of these
areas enhances different aspects of the instrument: the acoustic behaviour in the field of compositional research, the
‘symbolic’ aspects in the broader context of ‘toy music’, or aspects of recollection conveyed by its twinkly sound, exploited
especially in film music. Of course, these aspects have also often been merged, always highlighting the ongoing and
growing interest in this instrument, which, let us hope, has a long history still to come.
Notes
1

It nevertheless needs to be said that the printed programme of the event did not mention specifically that Cage played a toy piano. Indeed Cage’s
Suite “may also be played on an ordinary piano”, as the composer notes in the preface (Cage, 1960, p. 2), which was probably the case when the piece
was premiered. According to Mary Emma Harris (2013), Cage “played the piano” for the dance concert by Merce Cunningham, Louise Lippold and
th
Sara Hamill on August 20 1948.

	
  

2

Other extemporary appearances in the context of vanguard music cannot be excluded. For example, Three Inventories of Casey Jones written in 1936
by Ray Green (1909 - 1997), originally scored for percussion instruments and piano, “was played on toy piano and pop bottles filled with water – all
th
tiny, crazy instruments” (Dickinson, 2006, p. 76) during a concert of percussion music staged by John Cage in Seattle on the 9 December 1938.
3

One example is the male vocal quartet The Kidoodlers. They performed in American vaudeville in the 1930s and appeared on NBC Radio, adding to
their voices “over 100 toy instruments and props - whistles, horns, cymbals, bells, [...]” (Young, 1994, p. 64). Their paraphernalia included the toy
piano, as in When the Circus Comes to Town and in Chinatown, My Chinatown. Videos can be seen at the following web links:
<https://youtu.be/ZbTrtEqWUBM>; <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tS75RNzDaIc>.
4

In modern toy pianos the sound is generated by the percussion of metal rods of different lengths, held in a metal block. A reference to this device
can be found in the patent Keyboard operated musical instrument by Alice Violet Bennet. She describes as part of her invention “sonorous bodies
[which] can be a series of metal rods secured to a horizontal bar and progressively increasing in length from one end to the other in order to obtain
the desired scale” (Bennet, 1931, para. 4). Even if the patent refers to keyboard instruments in general and not to toy instruments, shortly after these
components were evidently adopted in toy pianos. Indeed, the French brand Michelsonne produced toy pianos with metal rods from 1939 (Michel,
2010) and the same components can be seen in a toy piano shown in the 1940 Sears Christmas Gift catalogue (p. 55). Previously, a comb of eight thin
metal rods is found in Schoenhut’s Trinity Chimes (patents 1900 and 1904), a toy instrument, not a toy piano, whose sound imitated a set of church
bells (Schoenhut A. Company, 1914/1995, p. 18).
5

The Strong National Museum of Play in Rochester (NY) owns a wide collection of Schoenhut toy pianos dated from 1890 to 1930. They can be viewed
in the museum’s online database <http://www.museumofplay.org/online-collections/>.
6

See also the patent - Kinder - Klavier mit Metall - und Glasplatten zur Tonerzeugung (Children’s piano with metal and glass plates for sound
generation) by Emil Rebentisch, dated 1889.
7

The notice which informed the Parisians of the opportunity to see and hear, in the house of inventor Monsieur Beyer, the forte-piano à cordes de
verre, appeared in the Journal De Paris, on Friday 18 November 1785.
8

In the glass harmonica, semispherical glass bowls, increasing in size, were mounted on a spindle made to rotate by means of a foot pedal. Each half
of the cups, turning, went into a tub of water; the other half was lightly touched by the performer’s fingers. The resulting sound was particularly
ethereal and melancholic (Lanza, 1983).
9

See <http://collectionsdumusee.philharmoniedeparis.fr> to view a Beyer glass-chord, dated ca. 1785, located at the Musée de la Musique in Paris.
Other glass-chords were built later by Chappell & Co. in London and by Bachmann in France (Libin, 1989).
10

This description was made in 1788 by a commissioner nominated by the Académie royale des Sciences de Paris.

11

Professor Renato Meucci, who teaches Organology at the Università degli Studi di Milano, informed me about this instrument.

12

The catalogue of the Tagliavini Collection (Van der Meer, 2008-2009, p. 576) provides information given by Professor Meucci about the presence of
other examples owned by private collections in Southern Italy.
13

Professor Luigi Ferdinando Tagliavini forwards this hypothesis in an interview which may be listened to at the following link, where it is also
possible to hear the sound of this particular instrument.
<www.ibcmultimedia.it/contenuti/la-collezione-tagliavini/>. In fact, in those years many performances of works by Gaetano Donizetti were given at
the Teatro San Carlo in Naples. Among his works, the use of the glass harmonica is confirmed in Il castello di Kenilworth to accompany Elisabetta’s
cavatina Par che dica ancora (Gossett, 2008, p. 434).
14

The Schoenhut Catalogue of 1914 advertised forty different models of toy pianos.

	
  

15

A toy piano with functioning black keys was patented in the USA by Thomas Giddings in 1897. His invention, related to toy pianos with metal
plates, provided “a simple, cheap, and efficient piano for the use of children in which semitone-keys or sharps and flats are employed in connection
with the natural scale, whereby several complete octaves are obtained, enabling music written in the various keys to be played with equal facility upon
the instrument” (Giddings, 1897, para. 2).
16

Eduard Stenger, founder and director of Schulmuseum der Stadt in Lohr am Main (Bavaria, Germany) provided me with images of two toy pianos
under restoration, owned by this museum, an institution focused on education during Imperial Germany (1871-1918) and the Third Reich (19331945), (“Schulmuseum,” n.d.).
17

In Kawai toy pianos the white keys are about 1.8 cm (compared to the usual 2,2 cm) in width and 7,9 cm in length (instead of 9,4 cm); the black
keys are about 0.7 cm in width instead of 1,1 cm and about 4,5 in length instead of 5,6.
Actually, the size of the keys, equal in width to those of a normal piano, has always been the main characteristic advertised by toy piano
manufacturers. In this way these objects could be proposed as introductory to the study of the standard piano, helping to accustom children to the
same spacing between keys.
18

The name Xylette appears in the Information Letter: Army Air Forces Convalescent-Rehabilitation Training Program, published in January 1945 (p. 8)

19

The notice of this invention appeared on the Popular Mechanics Magazine (February, 1937, p. 238). The name of the inventor has not been
mentioned in it.
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The New Music Conflagration, Inc.
Presents

Toyeurism in Concert
Friday, January 8, 2016
The Space at 2106 Main

Shooting for the Moon, We Land Amongst Stars** ..................................................................... Robert Fleitz

a clock...a hand...toys** .............................................................................................................Nathan Corder

Semper Cadens** ..................................................................................................................... Nathan Corder

Machine type groove thang** ............................................................................................. Elizabeth A. Baker

Toccata* ................................................................................................................................. Maria Kallionpää

Intermission

	
  

A voys was herd in general audience* ............................................................................................. Toyeurism
I. Chrysalism
II. Discourse
III. Lemons
Kelsey Connolly (dancer)

Microcosmicon** ......................................................................................................... Sean Russell Hallowell

meditation for water, wind, and metal ................................................................................ Elizabeth A. Baker
Dedicated to Sean Hamilton

Piano Phase** ................................................................................................................................ Steve Reich
Arranged by Toyeurism

Elizabeth A. Baker (toy piano, electronics, water, percussion)
Robert Fleitz (toy piano, melodica)

*Florida Premiere
**World Premiere

	
  

The New Music Conflagration, Inc.
Presents

Performer Forum
Saturday, January 9, 2016
Jimmie B. Keel Regional Public Library

Panelists
Alexa Dexa
Antonietta Loffredo
Elizabeth A. Baker
HyeKyung Lee
Mark Robson
Robert Fleitz

	
  

The New Music Conflagration, Inc.
Presents

Composer Forum
Saturday, January 9, 2016
Jimmie B. Keel Regional Public Library

Panelists
Aaron Rosenberg
H.M. Mease
Monica Pearce
Olivia Kieffer
Rob Smith
Anthony Marasco

	
  

The New Music Conflagration, Inc.
Presents

Sounds From Distant Lands
Saturday, January 9, 2016
Barbara S. Ponce Public Library

The Crail Family, 1910 .......................................................................................................... Aaron Rosenberg
Aaron Rosenberg (toy piano)

Mbira Me ....................................................................................................................................... Drew Dolan
Lindsey Dolan (toy piano)
Drew Dolan (mbira)

Schroeder’s Revenge ....................................................................................................................... Rob Smith
HyeKyung Lee (toy piano)

Microwave Background Radiation .................................................................................................. Alexa Dexa
Alexa Dexa (toy piano, electronics)

	
  

Dream Play ................................................................................................................................ HyeKyung Lee
HyeKyung Lee (toy piano)

kinda know what the pieces do .................................................................................................... H. M. Mease
H.M. Mease (toy piano)
Michael Tan (toy piano)

A post-concert talk will be presented following the performance.
The public is encouraged to engage the performers and composers in
questions about the specific works presented in this recital.

	
  

The New Music Conflagration, Inc.
Presents

Deconstructed Disney
Jamison Williams with Toyeurism
Saturday, January 9, 2016
The Space at 2106 Main

Interpretations from the Disney Songbook
When You Wish Upon A Star
Heigh-Ho
Up, Down and Touch the Ground
It’s a Small World
A Spoonful of Sugar
Let’s Go Fly a Kite
Circle of Life
Winnie the Pooh
Ev’rybody Wants to Be a Cat

Jamison Williams (soprano saxophone)
Robert Fleitz (toy piano, bass guitar, melodica)
Elizabeth A. Baker (toy piano, electronics, theremin)
	
  

The New Music Conflagration, Inc.
Presents

Robert Fleitz in Solo Concert
Sunday, January 10, 2016
Saint Petersburg Main Branch Library

Grand Night for Singing* ............................ Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II /Arr. Joseph Mohan
Tarantella ........................................................................................................................... Stephen Montague
Columpio ............................................................................................................................... Angelica Negrón
Für Enola ...................................................................................................................................... James Joslin
In My Own Little Corner* ....................... Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II /Arr. Elizabeth A. Baker
Ordered Table ....................................................................................................................... Christopher Jette
Rain Shadows* ........................................................................................................................... Charles Hulin
Embodiment* ................................................................................................................................ Molly Joyce
The Sound of Music* .............................................. Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II /Arr. Han Shi
Ploughman's Share* ................................................................................................................. Andrew Krahn
Curios ........................................................................................................................................ Aaron Severini
*World Premiere
	
  

The New Music Conflagration, Inc.
Presents

Cogs & Keys
Sunday, January 10, 2016
Mixed Field Arts Space Ybor

Tuesday for Toy Piano ........................................................................................................... Michael Rothman
Mark Robson (toy piano)

Excerpts from 15’ of Fame: The Elements
A Dancing Wind Through Chimes Blue ....................................................................... David Nelson Tomsacci
Twisting Brook ................................................................................................................... Yvonne Freckmann
The Root of the Wind ..................................................................................................................... Silvia Corda
Hold the wind, don’t let it blow! .................................................................................................... Bob Siebert
The reverse Balducci ................................................................................................................... Alan Shockley
Cymicall (in four movements) ..................................................................................................... Adam Zahller
Mark Robson (toy piano)

It’s A Toy ........................................................................................................................................ Hunter Ochs
Mark Robson (toy piano)
Hunter Ochs (electronics)

	
  

Mid-Century Marfa ............................................................................................................... Anthony Marasco
Amy O’Dell (toy piano, totem harp, plastorgan)
Anthony Marasco (electronics)

Nobility of Homophones ............................................................................................................. Olivia Kieffer
Amy O’Dell (toy piano)

Clangor ..................................................................................................................................... Monica Pearce
Amy O’Dell (toy piano)

Live Musical Performances By:
Mechanical Bull (Tampa, FL)
Alexa Dexa (NYC)
Suitcases of Sound (St. Petersburg, FL)
LS/CM/DR (Tampa, FL)
Taxer (St. Petersburg, FL)

Visual Art By:
Alexander Richard Infanti Glueck
Naomi Glueck
Nikita Campbell
Painted Toy Pianos By:
James Oleson
Sebastian Coolidge
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CONTACT ME TO TRY IT OUT TODAY! Sheila Luce sluce.myitworks.com 813-758-3981

East meets West with themed gourmet sandwiches plus a unique
blend of authentic side salads and a wide variety of loose leaf teas
and a delicious array of sweets to tantalize your taste buds!
Monday-Thursday
11am - 9 pm
Friday- Saturday
11 am - 10 pm
Sunday
11am - 6 pm
Breakfast Saturday & Sunday
11 am - 4 pm

Pom Pom's St. Pete
2950 Central Ave
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-873-6992
pompomsstpete.com
facebook.com/pompomsstpete

